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Abstract: This research was aimed to 1) examine the concept of university management following the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand 2) explore the current and desirable situations of university management based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand. 3) to analyze strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and treats of university management following the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand; and 4) to develop management strategies of university management following the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand. The study applied a mixed method approach. The samples were 94 higher education institutors. The instruments used in this study were a questionnaires on the conceptual framework, a questionnaire on the current and desirable situations, and the strategic evaluation form to testify feasibility and appropriateness. The data were analyzed by frequency, percentage, standard deviation, \( PNI_{\text{Modified}} \) and content analysis. The research results show the following findings. (1) the conceptual framework of the university management of; (1) To providing graduates (2) To research and (3) To providing academic services for based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand as follows: Access and benefit sharing included embedded learning and concept. Conservation and rehabilitation; and Development of biodiversity values. (2) For the current situation, the 3 missions, i.e. graduates production, research, and academic services are at moderate level, while they are at high level for the desirable situation. (3) Their strengths are academic services and research; weakness is graduates production; opportunities are academic services and research were the government policy economy society and technology and threat is graduates production were the government policy economy society and technology (4) The university management
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according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand comprises 3 main strategies: 1) reforming management and development of graduates based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand; 2) enhancing research management based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand; and 3) upgrading academic services based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand. These strategies are intended to strengthen the protection of species of the living organisms and the ecosystems for sustaining natural and environmental balances.
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**Introduction**

Biological diversity or biodiversity refers to the diverse properties of living organisms from the levels of genes, species, to the diversity of ecological community. Based on the Convention on Biological Diversity, the definition encompassed the larger ecosystems (Gosselin et al., 2004), the differences of living organisms including genes, species, and changes as a result of evolutionary changes over time and the natural balance within a range of habitats (NSTDA, 2554) Biodiversity indicates the variation in ecosystems and living organisms in each area, which tends to be greater around tropical areas and is likely to increase. Biodiversity does not evenly distribute on earth but in different proportions. It is richer in tropical areas than others, while at the same time tends to slow or decline or may even extinct as a result of natural changes, consumption by human for their living, and increased treats from community expansion by such as deforestation, agricultural use, or being used as food. (Sasin Chalermlarp and Wannobon Kuan-Arch, 2011)

Maintaining biodiversity is thus important as it offers both direct and indirect benefits to human. Biodiversity links with life and environment in various aspects such as health, agriculture, industry, as well as business. It can be observed that human relies on biodiversity from clear water, fresh air, to better environment. For example, soil nutrients effect agricultural sector and in turn enables food quality development and well-being of local people. People living in the areas of variation and biodiversity can make use of such different biodiversity that supports their living in different areas. (COHAB, 2010 : online). The conservation of biodiversity has become the objective defined by the government agencies to encourage communities and scientific organizations to function in biodiversity conservation and rehabilitation. Despite with the obligation to reserve major biodiversity, these focuses were often less effective to conserve biodiversity and to identify the values and understanding on biodiversity (TEEB, 2008: online). Therefore, it requires rules and regulations for the conservation and rehabilitation, and accessibility and utilization of biodiversity resources. For the use of other types of ecosystems and biodiversity other than by the government sector or scientists, it is necessary to provide them with knowledge and understanding about the consequences of such use. (Rebecca M. & et.al. 2014) Biodiversity is the source of food and medicines, advantages we should value and encourage for further study and research (Somsak Punha, 2015) Ecosystems with biodiversity not only be utilized as the 4 necessities by human, but
also significant in promoting the quality of life and society as it provides tourism sites, CO₂ absorber, food source, and shelter for living organisms, and food for community as well (NSTDA, 2011). It is clear that biodiversity is vital to human livelihood, food security, improving poverty, and development. However, development without reflecting on the sustainment of biodiversity resources, excessive use of resources without considering their limits and recovery, degradation of ecosystems and natural habitats (Charoenwit Harnkaew, 2010), economic expansion, and careless use of resources can cause their deterioration or damages, that give rise to serious problems in every country such as global warming, greenhouse effect, climate variability, loss of balance in ecosystem and biodiversity, natural catastrophe in every continent all over the world. Among major causes are excessive consumption of human and discharges of garbage and waste that harm the environment (Pruet Siribanpitak, 2010).

At present, some of the universities adopt a strategic shift such as those in Africa which allowed for changes and increased competitive capacity from the use of biodiversity and the opportunity for Africa to develop products harmless to environment but offering economic benefit while sustaining local biodiversity (Okoche J. & Michael M., 2013: online). The Lougborough University incorporated biodiversity strategy as part of its biodiversity action plan to link with the locality in order to promote the UK’s biodiversity following the Convention on Biological Diversity, with 3 main objectives, 1) conservation of biodiversity; 2) sustainable use of biodiversity resources; 3) fair sharing of benefits and covering biodiversity at all levels (UNCED: online). This will lead to increased knowledge, understanding, and awareness of biodiversity, and effective strategy or approach or guideline can be developed for university administration in order to promote appropriate and worthy use, conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity of the country. As a consequence, it will foster economic, social, and environmental development, and serve as a source of income generation for local community, as part of sustainable development of biodiversity of Thailand and the world.

Research Objectives

There are four objectives:

1. To examine the conceptual framework of university management following the concept of capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand;
2. To explore the current and desirable situations of university management based on the concept of capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand.
3. To investigate the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of university administration according to the concept of capacity enhancement for biodiversity of Thailand;
4. To develop university administration strategies according to the concept of capacity enhancement for biodiversity of Thailand.

Conceptual Framework

Figure 1 below shows the conceptual framework of this study.
Operational Definition
Biodiversity of Thailand refers to biodiversity of genes, biodiversity of species, and biodiversity of ecosystems existed in Thailand which required conservation, rehabilitation, development, and utilization on the basis of worthiness and equality.

University management strategies refer to an outreach approach to management of graduate production, research, academic service to society by means of planning, implementation of the plan, and evaluation in order to enhance biodiversity of Thailand.

Graduate production refers to a mission involving planning, implementing the plan, evaluating the management of curriculum, faculty, instruction, library and learning resources, and learning environment for capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

Research refers to a mission involving planning, implementing the plan, and evaluating research, networking research collaboration, and involving faculty in research for capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

Academic service to society refers to a mission involving planning, implementing the plan, and evaluation, offering the utilization of the institution’s resources, providing counseling and training, management of knowledge in learning exchange to provide answers or guidance to the society, and provision of continuing education for people, for capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

Capacity building on biodiversity refers to management, accessibility, and utilization with value awareness; conservation and rehabilitation; and value development suitable for sustained biodiversity.
Access and benefit sharing of biodiversity refers to fair sharing of benefits and accessibility that cover all of the 3 types of biodiversity, i.e. biodiversity of genes; biodiversity of species; and biodiversity of ecosystems, with their value awareness.

Conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity refers to the use of biodiversity resources for the benefit of human without causing depletion and extinction of genes or species of living organisms in the ecosystems; management to restore the reduced or degraded biodiversity and enable its reuse for sustainability.

Development of values of biodiversity refers to the management that allows for utilizing biodiversity resources as 4 necessities, i.e. learning and tourism sources, economic genetic resource, cultural community, and natural and environmental balances, in a worthy and sustainable way.

**Scope**
Population included 124 universities under the Office of Higher Education Commission. The samples were 94 universities, with a total of 754 informants of university presidents, vice presidents, deans, deputy deans, and instructors.

**Method**

*Procedure*
The researcher identified the following research procedures.

1. Exploring the conceptual framework of university management following the capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand.
   1.1 Obtaining information from documentary study and relevant research as baseline data for developing the conceptual framework.
   1.2 Evaluating the conceptual framework by 5 specialists using constructed interviews to specify the conceptual framework of university management according to the concept on capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand.

2. Exploring the current and desirable situations of university management according to the concept on capacity enhancement for biodiversity in Thailand.
   2.1 Using a questionnaire on the current and desirable situations of university management according to the concept on capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand.
   2.2 Examining IOC of the questionnaire by 5 specialists and making a revision.
   2.3 Identifying the reliability of 30 questionnaires through online and making a revision.
   2.4 Collecting the data by sending 754 questionnaires via mailing.
   2.5 Analyzing the data and concluding of results.

3. Analyzing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and treats of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

4. Making drafted strategies of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

5. Testifying the appropriateness and feasibility the strategies of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.
6. Developing the university management strategies according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand.

**Research Instruments and Statistics**
1. A questionnaire to interview specialists for the conceptual framework.
2. A questionnaire on the current and desirable situations of university administration according to the concept on capacity building for biodiversity in Thailand, which included a 5-point rating scale and additional suggestions.

**Data Collection and Analysis**
A total 255 returned questionnaires were received out of those sent via mailing. Statistical analyses included frequency, percentage, mean and standard deviation.

**Findings**

1. **Conceptual Framework of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand**
The specialists agreed at high level to the conceptual framework of university administration based on the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand. The conceptual framework covers the management of graduate production, research, and academic service that promote the capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand, access and benefit sharing of biodiversity, biodiversity capacity, conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity, and development of biodiversity values.

2. **Current and Desirable Situations of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand**
   2.1 The current situation of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand, based on the analysis of internal environment, was at moderate level in overall. With respect to individual aspect, the highest mean was for research, followed by academic service, and the lowest mean for graduate production. The analysis of external environment suggested moderate level of the current situation of university management in overall, with highest mean for technologies, followed by social situation, and lowest mean for government policy and economic situation.
   
   2.2 The desirable situation of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand as shown by the analysis of internal environment was at high level in overall. Considering by individual aspect, the highest mean of desirable situation was found for research, followed by academic service, and the lowest mean for graduate production. The analysis of internal environment suggested high level in overall for the desirable situation of university management. For each aspect, the analysis showed highest mean for technology situation, followed by social situation and economic situation, and lowest mean for government policy.
3. **Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Treats of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand**

3.1 The strengths of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand were academic service and research.

3.2 The weakness of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand was graduate production.

3.3 The opportunities of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand were academic service respectively including economic situation, government policy, social situation, and technologies; and research respectively including economic situation, government policy, social situation, and technologies.

3.4 The threats of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand were technologies, economic situation, government policy, and social situation, respectively.

4. **University Management Strategies According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand**

The University management strategies being developed comprised 3 main strategies and 9 sub-strategies as follows.

Main strategy 1 Reform of university management of graduate production and development according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand

Sub-strategy 1.1: Development of learning management process in access and benefit sharing of biodiversity.

Sub-strategy 1.2: Management of learning to establish involvement in the conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity

Sub-strategy 1.3: Management of learning to develop the values of biodiversity

Main strategy 2 Strengthening university management of research according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand

Sub-strategy 2.1: Promotion of research process in the access and benefit sharing of biodiversity

Sub-strategy 2.2: Development of the management of research in conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity

Sub-strategy 2.3: Integration of research on the development of biodiversity values

Main strategy 3 Upgrading university management of academic service according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand

Sub-strategy 3.1: Establishment of the management process for academic service in the access and benefit sharing of biodiversity

Sub-strategy 3.2: Strengthening the management of academic service in conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity

Sub-strategy 3.3: Expansion of opportunities and establishment of involvement in academic service in the development of biodiversity values
Discussion

1. Conceptual Framework of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand

Based on the investigation of the conceptual framework of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand, the managements of graduate production, research, and academic service were intended to build the capacity in biodiversity following the tasks on manpower development, personnel development and establishment of required body of knowledge in response to biodiversity development of Thailand. In this respect, universities should identify the goal for manpower development and the establishment of body of knowledge and innovation so that they are transferred and extended for utilization in various ways that are conducive to biodiversity. It is to respond the need and to solve the problem of societies, enhance the knowledge and strengthen the societies in several aspects for their sustainable use of biodiversity. This agreed to the research by Kampechara Puripanya (2007) proposing strategies to promote Thai higher education institutions toward world class universities. The research aimed to study the success factor of world class universities and the current situation of universities, and to propose strategies to develop Thai higher education institutions toward world class universities. The findings revealed that the success factors of higher education institutions involved the management quality of universal mission including curriculum and instruction, research, academic service and cultural dimensions. With respect to capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand, it involved the access and benefit sharing of biodiversity that promote embedding the learning and concept, participation and networking, and management mechanism, policies, laws; conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity; and development of biodiversity values including four necessities, learning and tourism sites, economic genetic resource, cultural community, and natural and environmental balances. It is in line with the Convention on Biological Diversity (UNCED: online) regarding environment and development, signed in 1992, and entered into force in 1993. The convention has 3 main objectives, i.e. conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of its components, and fair and equitable access and sharing of benefits.

2. Current and Desirable Situations of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand

The result showed that the current situation of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand was at moderate level on the management of graduate production, research, and academic service. So far, the instruction on biodiversity is available however to less extent to correspond with the current changes, and the same is true for research and academic service. The university management provided a policy intended for specific groups with their instruction on science in a few institutions, while it has not been introduced in social science. With respect to capacity building in biodiversity in terms of access and benefit sharing, their current situation was found at moderate level. In overall, graduate production in this aspect of education has not been introduced and research and academic service were rare since they concern with laws and regulations in which there is no linkage between individual organizations with education, research and
academic service. As in the study by Jirapon Luengpailin and Viman Kritpolviman (2014) on legal problems related to the access and benefit sharing of biological resources, it was found that biological resources management in Thailand was ineffective. The problem with legal limitation and impediment is an important factor. Many laws did not focus on direct regulation of resource utilization such as the law to protect the areas of reserved forest, conserved forest, water source forest or the law to protect and promote Thai traditional medicine intelligence. The regulations of the National Committee for the Conservation and Utilization of Biological Diversity, despite applicable to all types of biological resources, limits to those resources under the possession and supervision of government sector but does not apply generally to the non-government sector. The laws related to the management of biological diversity resources in Thailand remain in limited areas. There are very few reports of study results on the situation and impact of those laws and regulations, access and sharing of benefits, and the benefits from utilization of biological resources in Thailand, and hence information on these aspects are vague.

The desirable situation of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand was at high level with respect to access and sharing of benefits of biodiversity, conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity, management of biodiversity values. Thailand is rich of biodiversity and it is biodiversity that has supported and sustained the life of Thai people from the past to present and also provides the bedrock for the national socio-economic development. Thailand is the site of cultural and traditional diversities in which biodiversity has long been utilized in the community way of life in each area which may be varied or similar across localities depending on their climatic and geographical features, attitude, belief, and livelihood. The cultural and traditional values and knowledge have been applied to produce a range of benefits including food, cosmetics, health care, community products, living stuffs. Thailand provides the diversity in herbal resources and the climatic and geographical features are suitable for herbal growth. Herbs have been extensively developed using modern technologies and they tend to grow constantly in the forms of medicine, supplementary food, cosmetics, and spa. Their marketing values have been no less than 30,000 – 40,000 baht per year, with the growth rate of 10 – 20 % annually. In view of this, the desirable situation in the management of graduate production, research, and academic service are increasingly required to respond to the development of biodiversity. According to Sirikul Bunpapong (2014), biodiversity is a primary foundation to human living and improved well-being, and also provides key mechanism to education, research, development, innovation, and production of goods to the markets, resulting in economic security.

3. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Treats of University Management According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand

3.1 The research result pointed out that the strengths of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand were the management of academic service, and research. Some of the universities have undertaken research and academic service on biodiversity with their existing networks and research centers, including respective agencies for the conservation of
biodiversity of such as plants, insects, and aquatic animals. Regarding capacity building in terms of access and sharing of benefits of biodiversity, the universities have studied the utilization of biodiversity in many aspects and promote people’s access and sharing of benefits in a worthy way without damaging biodiversity. As stated by Rebecca M & et.al. (2014), human needs to value biodiversity as it should be conserved as a source of benefits for humankind and for its beauty with spiritual and cultural values. It is considered a cultural heritage to pass on to the following generations so as to prevent the damage and loss of biodiversity of any particular species. Problems related to biodiversity require people to understand, realize, and take responsible for. Biodiversity is to be reserved and restored for utilizing in many forms such as herbs, food, energy, textile, etc. Rules and regulations are needed for the maintenance, conservation and rehabilitation with respect to the access and utilization of those resources. In similar, for the use of ecosystem and biodiversity in other forms, other than the government sector or scientists, people have to be provided with knowledge and understanding about the worthily use of biodiversity and the effect of using it in various ways.

3.2 The result on the weaknesses of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand involved the management of graduate production. Today, university management of instruction on biodiversity is specific to certain subjects while it is lacked of curriculum development that integrate between subjects and identify it as a subject in general category that allows students in other programs to study. It is in this way that biodiversity awareness can be raised and its value and effectiveness can be developed as part of the sustainable conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity. For capacity building with respect to the development of biodiversity values and the conservation and development of biodiversity, university management to produce graduates with capacity in development of biodiversity value are still less likely just as in the research and academic service. In Thailand, biodiversity values were less developed when comparing to the unworthily use of it without development. As suggested by the Institute of Thai Traditional Medicine (2014), poverty reduction by means of utilizing biodiversity requires an increase of environmental resources as well as the restoration of ecosystem in many areas and systems of the poverty sites. Despite the conservation of biodiversity in the past, it should focus more on restored and increased biodiversity at present. The survey revealed that the areas with high level of biodiversity were accompanied with high level of poverty too. This means that biodiversity was neither well utilized and worthily utilized nor shared on a fair basis. If people are allowed for their access and best use of biodiversity, poverty can be partly solved. In the development of biodiversity values in Thailand with high level of biodiversity and the diversity of resource base for development, however, if without technologies for its extension, the economic gain would be limited or the resources would be finished. The use of herbal plants from the forest, for example, if without technologies for propagated species or transplantation to substitute forest herbs, those herbs might extinct (Institute of Thai Traditional Medicine. 2014).

3.3 The result on the opportunities of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand involved the management of academic service, and research with respect to government policy, economic
situation, and technologies. The government policy encourages universities to do the research and studies on biodiversity, with economic situation supportive to the research that leads to the development of biodiversity values for communities. Social situation also takes part in promoting research and studies as well as academic service for the development of biodiversity values. The present Thai society has become well aware of biodiversity development for its contribution to social development. In similar, technologies today enable research and studies in biodiversity values development. As described in the strategies of London College of Fashion 2013-2016, the management of integrated biodiversity and tourism is based on the sustainable and balance development of environmental, economic, social, and cultural aspects of tourism. The principles for this include the use of ecosystem of biodiversity as the key element of tourism development; conservation of biodiversity as the natural heritage; giving respect to the social integrity and culture of community and conservation of what created by the community as well as cultural livelihood as cultural heritage and traditional value, and understanding the differences across cultures; monitoring economic operation to ensure fair distribution among stakeholders in the society and community that secure their employment opportunities and income, and reduce poverty. Tourism development must involve all stakeholders and relevant information for broader participation and commitment so as to achieve sustainable development. Tourism is an ongoing process and requires ongoing investigation of its impacts in order to place preventive and corrective measures as deemed necessary. Sustainable tourism should not only maintain the satisfaction and ensure meaningful experience among tourists, but should also create their awareness on the problems posed by tourism on sustainable development and promotion, so that sustainable utilization and conservation of biodiversity can be possible.

3.4 Result on the threats of university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand involved the management of graduate production with respect to the government policy, economic situation, social situation, and technologies. Based on the suggestions on management of graduate production, the government policy on educational management did not focus on increasing the number of students, courses, and instructors. In economic aspect, the production of graduates required specialized instructors and the integration of financial provision which is less in this area. In social aspect, for those who graduate specifically in this subject, there are very few agencies to support their jobs. In the light of this situation, there should be an integration of disciplines so that the graduates will be capable of working effectively in the development of biodiversity values. Regarding technologies which are very expensive, it is very costly for the budget in providing technologies for teaching and learning. Moreover, capacity building in biodiversity has to take into account technologies, social and economic situations, and the government policy also needs to be improved to enable the graduates in their building of capacity in biodiversity. Similarly to those organizations in Europe, strategies on biodiversity were identified which included implementing activities for management networks to facilitate biodiversity; mobilizing enough funds to support the implementation for biodiversity; raising public awareness on biodiversity; revising relevant laws; using information technology to develop and
update the database on biodiversity and laws; formulating the plan to evaluate economic cost and benefit from the use of biodiversity resources on the EU ecosystem, with economic gains from products without damaging environment; providing information to users; establishing operation system of the EU to improve cooperation in reducing adverse impacts on biodiversity. In economic aspect, the Economic of Ecosystem & Biodiversity (TEEB) pointed out the expense for restoration of the loss, and the failure in executing measures on the conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity.

4. University Management Strategies According to the Concept of Capacity Building in Biodiversity of Thailand

The result offered 3 main strategies and 9 sub-strategies as follows. Main strategy 1 is the reform of university management of graduate production and development according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand comprising 3 sub-strategies: 1) Development of learning management process in access and benefit sharing of biodiversity; 2) Management of learning to establish involvement in the conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity; and 3) Management of learning to develop the values of biodiversity. Main strategy 2 is strengthening university management according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand comprising 3 sub-strategies: 1) Promotion of research process in the access and benefit sharing of biodiversity; 2) Development of university management of research in conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity; and 3) Integration of research on the development of biodiversity values. Main strategy 3 is upgrading university management of academic service according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand comprising 3 sub-strategies: 1) Establishment of management process for academic service in the access and benefit sharing of biodiversity; 2) Strengthening the management of academic service in conservation and rehabilitation of biodiversity; and 3) Expansion of opportunities and establishment of involvement in academic service in the development of biodiversity values. It accords with the strategic plan on biodiversity provided by the University of Sheffield that the government as signatories must create and enforce national strategies and action plans to conserve, protect, and enhance biodiversity. The University of Sheffield had identified biodiversity action plan aiming to deliver the national strategies to the local level to take action to protect these resources which include important wildlife species and habitats by planning for conservation, rehabilitation and worthily utilization of the resources. In addition, the University of Manchester, with its management strategies on biodiversity, had formulated the policy regarding sustainable management of environment, with its policy on biodiversity aiming to 1) oversee and implement the biodiversity targets contained within the environmental sustainability plan; 2) establish collaboration among experts to investigate and develop biodiversity; 3) promote teaching and learning, research on biodiversity; 4) identify specific measures to oversee and manage with respect to biodiversity; 5) study the key species and habitats taken as the database; 6) promote activities that link with the importance of biodiversity in the university; 7) connect university activities with other biodiversity-related strategies; and 8) engage local communities with biodiversity and biodiversity research through public events. It also
agreed to the strategies suggested by the London College of Fashion 2013-2016 on integrated management of biodiversity and tourism based on sustainable and balance development on environmental, economic, social and cultural aspects of tourism. Its principles include 1) the use of ecosystem of biodiversity as the key element of tourism development; conservation of biodiversity as the natural heritage; 2) giving respect to the social integrity and culture of community and conservation of what created by the community as well as cultural livelihood as cultural heritage and traditional value, and understanding the differences across cultures; 3) monitoring economic operation to ensure fair distribution among stakeholders in the society and community that secure their employment opportunities and income, and reduce poverty. For those universities in Ecuador and Flanders, they established cooperation between universities and governments to develop strategies that focus on biodiversity for higher education and combating poverty, and linked between country strategy and national strategy for improving quality of life by prioritizing biodiversity and natural resources, education, health, and cultural process. The country strategy was developed as a road map for future cooperation of Ecuador with 20 partner countries started in 2012 including Congo, Cuba, Uganda, Tanzania, Vietnam, and in 2013 including Ethiopia, South Africa, Burundi and Suriname. They aimed to build together a new society by focusing on biodiversity study for health and cultural process, migration, biodiversity resources, and building cooperative networks with institutions in the country to improve the quality of life in the southern Ecuador on basic preventive health care.

Moreover, the Loughborough University (2009) set out biodiversity strategies as part of its sustainable development plan that incorporated biodiversity development in their work and linked with the locality for enhanced biodiversity in the UK. The Convention on Biological Diversity signed at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, was the first treaty to provide the legal framework for conservation, rehabilitation, and development of biodiversity for sustainable use. Accordingly, the university defined its strategies as follows: 1) to preserve and restore biodiversity that links with the quality of life in staff’s working and learning; 2) to utilize biodiversity; 3) to extend opportunities for research; 4) to link work experience with the environmental-related courses; 5) to require established agencies for biodiversity conservation and linking with local community and various organizations; 6) to raise awareness of biodiversity for its benefits and sustainment for future generations; 7) to engage people to contribute to the achievement of goal for sustainable development.

University serves as a key part in developing the body of knowledge, extendedly implementing and transferring the knowledge through websites and other publications to enable the learning, as well as worthily use of resources in ecosystems. Biodiversity is vital to human and ecosystem as it brings wellness and healthiness to life from utilizing it in various forms as foods, medicines, and materials in a range of products for economic gains. Biodiversity offers chemical absorbers to keep water clean as well as air pollution absorbers. Biodiversity provides tremendous benefits to human.
Recommendations
This research on university management strategies according to the concept of capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand provided 2 major aspects of recommendations, i.e. recommendations for utilization of research result, and recommendations for further research as in the details follow.

1. Recommendations for Utilization of Research Result
   1.1 The executives of higher education institutions and related organizations of education provision, academicians, researchers, experts or community leaders can use the proposed research framework to identify their policy on research, academic service, and graduate production to enable their management in support of biodiversity development in Thailand. This will in turn improve the local capacity in generating income for community and locality.

   As suggested by the research finding, the conceptual framework for enhanced biodiversity obtained from the synthesis of concepts provided by specialists can be adapted to determine university management policy and define course curriculum, research issues, and academic service to the community. Expansion of knowledge is thus fostered in corresponding to the university operation that focuses on developing ecosystem to produce the quality of life, natural and environmental balances.

   1.2 The executives of higher education institutions and related organizations of education provision can adopt these strategies to identify policy for the development of research and academic service that represent the university image in promoting the access and utilization of biodiversity, conservation and rehabilitation, and development of biodiversity values through research and academic service.

   As suggested by the research finding, the strengths and opportunities involved research and academic service for capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand. Therefore, universities can bring these strategies into practice by their missions on research and academic service that intend to promote effectively use of the rich resources in Thailand, embed good culture among students, and enable their management, extension, and use of the body of knowledge for economic benefits of the communities and localities and for better society and environment.

   1.3 The executives of higher education institutions and related organizations of education provision can adopt these strategies to identify policy for the development of research and academic service that increase university competency and effectiveness in biodiversity capacity building.

   As suggested by the research finding, the 4 external environmental situations in government policy, economic, social, and technology aspects served as opportunities for university’s research and academic service. They thus partly reinforce the research and academic service to facilitate the access and benefit sharing, conservation and rehabilitation, development of biodiversity values, and worthily utilization for the benefit of human wellbeing.

2. Recommendations for Further Research
Based on the above-mentioned findings and discussion, to attain the goal of enhanced biodiversity of Thailand and to extend the result of the current research, further research issues are recommended below.
1. Research should be conducted to investigate the model or system of educational management that integrates among disciplines for capacity building in biodiversity of Thailand which serves to resolve the problems in the loss of species, unfair access and benefit sharing of biodiversity. For this research, it did not focus on the management model of education provision that supports the capacity building in biodiversity.

2. Research should be conducted to explore university management to promote competition in biodiversity of Thailand as a way to develop universities with competency to increase opportunities for better quality of life and environment from their management of increasing economic values of biodiversity resources. For this research, it intended on university management in overall for the capacity building in biodiversity with respect to graduate production, research, and academic service.

3. Research should be conducted on capacity building in biodiversity, classified by the context of universities in each type. For this research, it aimed to explore the overview of universities rather than examine by their individual types.
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